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ABSTRACT 

Given the anticipated benefits of better solutions, the scheduling problem of minimizing the total tardiness for single 

machine with sequence dependent setup times continues to represent a challenge for researchers to resolve. This 

research presents a novel Max-Min Ant System (MMAS) algorithm for solving this problem. The MMAS algorithm 
adopts a new local search technique where, a position is randomly chosen from the jobs' sequence and the job 

located at this position is either interchanged with other jobs or another job from the sequence is inserted in this 

position. The best move is chosen and the algorithm is repeated. The new algorithm has been tested on a number of 

benchmark problems for both the weighted and the unweighted tardiness and the experimental results show that the 

algorithm can reach better results on most of the cases.     
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Scheduling problems have received great attention over the last six decades making it a mature research field with 

numerous findings. The single machine scheduling (SMS), where a set of jobs are to be scheduled into one machine, 

is a key scheduling type. Practically, the SMS problem does not necessarily involve only one machine since it can be 

used to investigate scheduling issues relating to more complex job shops [1, 2]. Furthermore, the SMS may be 

utilized for scheduling the bottleneck machine in high sophisticated machine environments. 

The majority of research in scheduling problems, including the SMS problem, has either ignored the machines’ 

setup times or assumed that set up times on each machine are independent of job sequence [3, 4]. This assumption of 
sequence-independent setup times does not hold in significant number of practical situation such as casting centers 

[5], paper bags plants [6], and plastic industries [7, 8]. In a well-cited industrial survey, Panwalker et al [9] reported 

that 70% of the surveyed schedulers stated that setup times depend on processing sequence in at least 25% of their 

scheduled jobs. Henceforth, many scheduling researchers have treated the setup time separately. The importance of 

explicitly considering sequence dependent setup times can be further experienced when workstations are working 

near their full capacities [10, 11]. In a recent research survey, Allahverdi et al [12] reported the significant increase 

in (SDST) publications. They estimated that, for the last ten years, an average of more than 40 SDST-scheduling 

papers per year have been added to the literature.       

Many researchers [13, 9] found that meeting target delivery due dates is the most important scheduling objective. 

Minimizing total tardiness of all jobs, either weighted or unweighted, is one of the most frequently used due-date-

related performance criterion [14]. Accordingly, solving the SMS problem with minimizing the total tardiness has 
gained the researchers interest. Du and Leung [15] showed that this is an NP-hard problem. Since the incorporation 

of set up times complicates the problem, the single machine total tardiness scheduling with sequence dependent 

setup times (SMTTSDST) is a strongly NP-hard problem. This problem presents, and continues to represent, a 

challenge for researchers to resolve.  

One of the first algorithms to solve the SMTTSDST problem is the optimal branch and bound (BB) algorithm by 

Ragatz [16]. The algorithm managed to solve small size problems but didn’t show much success for large ones. 

Moreover, the performance of the algorithm depended on the characteristics of the problem as it had difficulties in 

solving problems with narrow due dates ranges and/or high processing time’s variances. Later, Rubin and Ragatz [2] 

used genetic algorithm (GA) to solve the same test problems of Ragats [16]. The GA algorithm produced faster 

solutions than the BB algorithm and it was less sensitive to the due date ranges. Yet, the algorithm show efficient 

implementations only in problems sizes within the range of 15-45 jobs. A Simulated Annealing (SA) approach for 
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the problem was developed by Tan and Narasimhan (1997) [17]. Tan et al [18] presented a comparison between the 

BB, GA, SA, and random-start adjacent pairwise interchange algorithms. They concluded that the local 

improvement method offers better performance than the SA algorithm, which in turn outperformed the BB 

approach. The GA algorithm came last in this comparison. Gagné et al. [5] used the ant colony optimization (ACO) 

to solve the small size benchmark problems by Rubin and Ragatz [2] and a new set of large size problems (55-85 

jobs). The authors used an ACO algorithm along with improved neighborhood procedures and lower bounds as 
lookahead information. Franca et al [19] proposed a memetic algorithm for the SMTTSDST problem. For the 

weighted version of the problem, a constructive heuristic called the Apparent Tardiness Cost with Setups (ATCS) 

has been developed by Lee et al. [20]. This is a dynamic dispatching rule which considers setup times, slack times, 

and remaining processing times of jobs and prioritize jobs with the highest value of an evaluation function called 

apparent tardiness. Although the ATCS fails to find good solutions for large size problems; ATCS remains the best 

literature constructive-heuristic for the SMTTSDST scheduling problem.     

Among the most recent heuristics developed to solve the SMTTSDST problem are the four different heuristics 

presented by Cicirello [21] entitled:  limited discrepancy search (LDS), heuristic-biased stochastic sampling 

(HBSS), value-biased stochastic sampling (VBSS), and hill-climbing using VBSS (VBSS-HC). These heuristics 

have been proved to work quickly and properly for a set of 120 benchmark problem each with 60 jobs. Liao and 

Juan [14] presented a new ACO algorithm for solving the SMTTSDST problem. Their experimental results were 

very competitive when compared with Cicirello’s [21] based on the same benchmark problem set.     
The NP-hardness of the SMTTSDST problem suggesting that it is improbable for a single algorithm to always find 

an optimal solution in practical computational times. On the other hand, the anticipated benefits that exist in a better 

scheduling continue to offer an incentive for researchers. This paper presents a new Ant System (AS), a Max-Min 

Ant System (MMAS), algorithm for solving the SMTTSDST scheduling problem. The proposed algorithm 

implements a new local search method which randomly chooses a position in the sequence and tries all interchanges 

(IT) and insertions (IS) with respect to other jobs in the sequence. Both the weighted and unweighted versions of the 

SMTTSDST problem can be solved by the new algorithm. The experimental results show that the proposed 

algorithm can reach better results for most of the benchmark problems within reasonable computational expenses. 

  

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

The problem addressed in this work consists of n jobs to be processed on a single machine where each job i  has a 

process time iP , due date id  and weight iw . The sequence dependent setup time when job i  follows job j  is denoted 

by jis . The jobs sequence can be represented by )}(),.....,1(),0({ nQQQQ   where; )( jQ  is the subscript of the jth 

job in the sequence and 0)0( Q , the completion time of a job is denoted by )( jQC . The objective function for this 

research paper is to minimize the unweighted and weighted tardiness which can be written as follows respectively: 
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3. THE PROPOSED MMAS ALGORITHM 

Ant's based algorithms are a class of meta-heuristic algorithms designed to solve number of NP-hard problems. The 

development of the Ant based algorithms is attributed to the pioneering work of Dorigo [22] where an optimization 

algorithm is developed based on the ants' natural behavior. The motivation behind the AS is the observation that ants 

would identify the shortest path between their nest and food source based on collaborative intelligence. Ants would 

lay a chemical called pheromone along the routes they take. Subsequently, ants would select with higher probability 
routes having high values of this chemical. The longer the route is the higher the pheromone evaporation rate along 

this route which would lead the ants to abandon this route and choose a short one. As a result, all the AS algorithms 

need to have a construction graph that ants need to follow and a mechanism for updating the pheromone trails.  

Different NP-hard problems were solved using the Ant Colony System (ACS) or one of its variants such as the 

Quadratic Assignment Problem QAP and the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), [23, 24]. In 2000 Stützle and 

Hoos [25] presented a new version of the AS named as a MMAS. In this version, the limits were given to the laid 

pheromones' values that are used as a mean of information changing between ants.  
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To make the MMAS heuristic more efficient and effective, the proposed MMAS algorithm for solving the 

SMTTSDST scheduling problem implements a set of new features such as: the algorithm uses the ATCS rule to bias 

the ants' sequencing criteria, the algorithm uses the lower and the upper bound for pheromone trials, and the arcs of 

the construction graph employed in this work represent the relative positions of the jobs since it represents the job-

job sequence. Furthermore, the local search criteria chooses randomly a position in the sequence and tries all IT and 

IS with respect to other jobs in the sequence. Insertions are performed by brining other jobs to this location, 
choosing a location and inserting jobs located at other position at this location is better than choosing a job and 

reinserting it in different locations. Before explaining these features in detail, we present the main steps of the 

MMAS algorithm:  

 Step 1: Find an initial solution based on the ATCS rule by Lee et al. [20], this solution is the global best at the first 

iteration t=0 ( 0GB ).   

Step 2: Initialize the pheromones' matrix using ( 0GB ).  

Step 3: For each ant generates m  feasible permutations jobs’ where the sequence of these jobs is biased by the 

already laid pheromones and by the ATCS rule.  

Step 4: Identify the iteration best solution at iteration t ( tIB ) and improve it using the local search algorithm.  

Step 5: If )()( 1 tt GBfIBf  then replace the global best solution 1tGB  by the iteration best solution tIB ; 

otherwise 1 tt GBGB . 

Step 6: Update the pheromone matrix using tGB and insure that the pheromones’ values ],[ maxmin  ij  where 

these values depends on the evaporation rate, number of jobs, and the desirability of reconstructing the global best 

solution by ants. 

Step 7: Exit if the terminating criterion is satisfied otherwise, go back to step 3 and update t to 1 tt . 

The details of the above pseudo-code are described through the following subsections and the improved local search 

is explained in detail in section 4. 

     
1.1. Finding An Initial Solution 

Whenever a machine is available, the index ),( iTI j is calculated for the set of unscheduled jobs using the ATCS rule 

(Equation 2), the job with the highest index is chosen next.   
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Where 1K and 2K are the look ahead parameters, the values of these parameters depend on the problem instance. For 

the single machine problem under SDST constraint, 1K is a function of the due date range factor while 2K is a 

function of both the setup time severity factor and the due date tightens factor [26]. P , s , T  are the average 
processing times, the average setup time, and the current time respectively. 

Thereafter, the initial scheduling solution is further improved using the steepest descent algorithm, where for each 

job in the sequence interchanges and insertions with the adjacent 20 jobs - before and after the selected job- are tried 

and the best move is selected.  

 

1.2. Initializing The Pheromone’s Matrix 

The pheromone matrix which reflects the ants' preference that job j follows job i  in the sequence ij is initialized 

using 

                                            
0max
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where 0GB and   are the global best solution found in step 1 and the evaporation rate respectively, detailed 

description for the value of max are found in [25]. 

 

1.3. Constructing A Job Sequence Solutions For Each Ants 

A colony consisting of ( m ) ants is used to generate m different solutions. All these ants use the same probability 

function to bias their job sequencing behavior:  
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The parameters used to calculate ijp (T )
function can be clarified as follows:  

 U is the set of unscheduled jobs that are located in positions }10,min{,,1,0 in of 1tGB . 

 T  is the sum of processing time and setup time up to, and including job i . 

 )(Tij is the heuristic function used in the ATCS dispatching rule, which is calculated as following: 
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  and   are two coefficients which reflect the pheromone and the heuristic importance respectively.  

The way how the unscheduled jobs ( U ) is constructed is similar to having a candlist in the TSP problem [25], the 
intuition behind the candlist is to force the ants to look at the absolute position information which is already saved 

through 1tGB . In the rest of this paper when an ant will select a job, the candlist indicates the number of jobs that 

are taken into account ahead of the current position from 1tGB .   

 
1.4. Updating The Pheromone’s Matrix 

Once m  solutions are generated for each ant, the iterations will end. Furthermore, the iteration best solution tIB  is 

further improved using the local search algorithm, i.e., )(_ tt IBsearchlocalIB  . Thereafter, If )()( 1 tt GBfIBf  

then replace the global best solution 1tGB  by the iteration best solution tIB ; otherwise 1 tt GBGB . 

 

The GB solution is then used to update the pheromone matrix based on the following formula: 
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The formula consists of two parts; the first one mimics the pheromone evaporation process while the second mimics 

the reinforcement behavior. The indicator function used in the second part will only reward the arcs that belong to 

the global best solution.  

 

In order to prevent stagnation, that is some arcs keep being reinforced while pheromone trails completely evaporate 

on others, the MMAS adds an upper and lower bound to the pheromone trail values. If the value 

of )(newij exceeds max
 then max)(  newij . Similarly, the minimum value )(newij can take min , the lower 

bound can be calculated using Reeves [27] formula:  
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Where decP represent the probability that ants will select the same sequence of jobs that leads to GB. The value of 

max
is calculated using Equation 3 by replacing 0GB  with tGB . 

 
1.5. Terminating The Algorithm 

The algorithm would terminate if for stagnationI iterations, the global best solution remains the same. It needs to be 

noted that for iterations stagnationstagnationstagnation III ,,19,20  , the local search algorithm is applied to all the 

solutions found by the m ants. The strategy of improving the iteration best solutions initially then all the solutions 
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before exiting the algorithm will improve the solution quality since it allow to coverage to good solution in a 

minimal time and guarantee the solution quality.  

  
2. LOCAL SEARCH 

Furthermore, to improve the solution quality a new local search technique is developed in addition to two insertion 

techniques. The new local search technique chooses randomly a location from the n positions forming the sequence, 

then all possible insertions and interchanges with the remaining n-1 positions are tried and the best move is chosen, 

the local search is repeated for the same position till no improvement is obtained. Two types of insertions are tried in 

this research paper; on the first insertion any of the remaining n-1 jobs is inserted on the chosen location, while on 

the second insertion technique the selected location is inserted on any of the remaining n-1 positions. For example, 

for a sequence consisting of 5 jobs sequenced as (1,2,3,4,5) and assuming that the third location is chosen, the first 

insertion technique will result in the following neighbors: (2,3,1,4,5), (1,3,2,4,5), (1,2,4,3,5) and (1,2,5,3,4). 

However, the second insertion  will result in the following sequences: (3,1,2,4,5), (1,3,2,4,5),(1,2,4,3,5) and 

(1,2,4,5,3). The first insertion procedure is denoted by insert1 (IS1) while the second by insert2 (IS2). 

To compare between the two insertions techniques, two different experiments are conducted using sample instances 
from Cicirello [21] benchmark problems, which can be downloaded from 

http://www.ozone.ri.cmu.edu/benchmarks.html. A set of parameters have been selected to run the two experiments, 

these parameters are: 10m , 8.0decP , 9.0 , 100stagnationI , 0.1 , 0.2 ,candlist=10, and 50K . 

Where K   stands for the number of times the search is applied. Furthermore, a condition is added to the local search 

to guarantee that the same position is not selected in two consecutive local search interactions.      

For the first experiment, both insertions (IS) and interchanges (IT) are applied for each insertion technique and the 

best move is selected. The best and the average solutions are summarized in Table 1 for twelve arbitrarily chosen 

instances. 

 

Table 1: Comparison between the two insertion techniques to minimize weighted Tardiness  
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Underlined numbers represent the best solution found for each instance.

 
 

On the average, the results show that better solutions in terms of best and average values are obtained using the first 

insertion technique IS1. Intuitively, the results could be justified by considering the local optimum found to be 

optimal with respect to both the operators implemented and the position selected. The landscape that defines the 

neighborhood of a solution is commonly clarified with respect to the local search moves [27, 28], an optimum 

solution in a local search is usually described with respect to the implemented operator local search method. This 

idea is behind the Variable Neighborhood Search algorithm [29], where a number of operators are implemented and 

the local search keeps switching between these operators.  

In the IS1/IT moves, the definition of the local optimum can be redefined to say it is optimum with respect to the 

position selected in addition to the operators. This modification is due to the fact that IS1 operator tries to find which 
job to place in the randomly selected position. Similar argument could be said about the IT operator. Finding a local 

optimum with respect to the position and these two operators is important in this type of problems where the job’s 

absolute position is important.    

Instance best Avg. Sol. Instance best Avg. Sol.  

1 IS1/IT 744 835 60 IS1/IT 66802 69872 

 IS2/IT 798 908  IS2/IT 69319 73363 

10 IS1/IT 2090 2289 70 IS1/IT 76358 77431 

 IS2/IT 2242 2520  IS2/IT 76358 77771 

20 IS1/IT 3275 3816 80 IS1/IT 20216 25547 

 IS2/IT 3351 4061  IS2/IT 23635 27273 

30 IS1/IT 301 360 90 IS1/IT 406708 410536 

 IS2/IT 347 378  IS2/IT 405526 409409 

41 IS1/IT 70811 73882 100 IS1/IT 443622 451740 

 IS2/IT 72291 74408  IS2/IT 437972 444764 

50 IS1/IT 33132 34609 110 IS1 420935 427284 

 IS2/IT 33229 34451  IS2 422232 424682 

http://www.ozone.ri.cmu.edu/benchmarks.html
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As stated earlier in this work, a construction graph where arcs represent the job-job sequences is used in the 

construction phase of the algorithm. The pheromone trails in this case, represent the relative positions of jobs with 

respect to each other. Information concerning the absolute position is gained through the candlist and the local 

search as defined above. On the contrary, the regular insertion and interchange used in [14] don’t focus on a certain 

position instead, the improvements are done to the relative positions. On the other hand, arcs sued to represent the 

job-position in [14] allow the ants to use the absolute information in the construction phase.  
Furthermore to improve the ants solution quality further arcs which represents job-job (J-J) information and job-

position (J-P) information has been compared using arbitrary twelve instances from Cicirello [21] benchmark 

problems, the best and the average solutions are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2: Comparison between solutions quality of ants using arcs representing job-job (J-J) information versus job-

position (J-P) information  

Instance best Avg. Sol. Instance best Avg. Sol.  

1 J-J 752 797 60 J-J 63881 70984 

 J-P 800 914  J-P 69953 73515 

10 J-J 2053 2252 70 J-J 76358 76770 

 J-P 2171 2410  J-P 76358 76793 

20 J-J 3842 4221 80 J-J 23223 27095 

 J-P 3825 4754  J-P 22822 27066 

30 J-J 326 352 90 J-J 406273 407630 

 J-P 346 377  J-P 404318 406605 

41 J-J 72276 73528 100 J-J 443193 448313 

 J-P 71551 73434  J-P 438499 446791 

50 J-J 33135 33896 110 J-J 424084 420647 

 J-P 31788 33944  J-P 421026 424810 
 

It is noticeable that job-job arc representation shows better results for problems characterized by low due date 

tightness factor. However, better solutions are obtained using job-position arc representation for problems 

characterized by high due date tightness factor. Therefore, on the next section both representations will be used for 

conducting the experiments. 

  

3. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENT 

The MMAS has been tested on a 120 benchmark test problems generated in [21], these test problems can be 

downloaded from http://www.ozone.ri.cmu.edu/benchmarks.html. The test problems are characterized by the 

following set of coefficients: due date tightness factor  , due date range factor R, and setup time severity factor ξ. 

These coefficients specify the tightness of the jobs' due dates, the range of the jobs' due dates, and the ratio of setup 

times to processing times, respectively. The scheduling experiments consists of 3 values for   [ = (0.3, 0.6, 0.9)], 
2 values of R [R= (0.25, 0.75)], and 2 values for ξ [ξ= (0.25, 0.75)]. For each combination, 10 problem instances; 

each with 60 jobs, were generated. Furthermore, the parameters selected for running the comparison experiment are 

similar to those used in the previous section. 
Table 3 shows a comparison between the MMAS using both representations of arcs with respect to the already best 

algorithms, these results are obtained by running the MMAS algorithm 10 times to make the experiment comparable 

to that of [14].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

http://www.ozone.ri.cmu.edu/benchmarks.html
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Table 3.Comparison between MMAS using both job-job arcs and job-position arcs with respect to the best-

known solutions to minimize weighted Tardiness 
 

Problem 

Min 

MMAS 

J-J 

Average 

MMAS 

J-J 

Min 

MMAS 

J-P 

Average 

MMAS 

J-P 

Best Known  

Solution by 

Cicirello  

ACO 

1 752
+
 797 800 914 978 894 

2 5457
+
 5757 5697 6096 6489 6307 

3 1768
+
 1971 1966 2184 2348 2003 

4 6621
+
 7174 7388 7658 8311 8003 

5 4846
+
 5115 5107 5295 5606 5215 

6 7360 7745 7540 8045 8244 5788
+
 

7 3777
+
 3988 3949 4176 4347 4150 

8 155 260 148
+
 291 327 159 

9 6940
+
 7218 7053 7457 7598 7490 

10 2053
+
 2252 2171 2410 2451 2345 

11 4420
+
 5394 5289 6003 5263 5093 

12 0 0 0 0 0 0 

13 5517
+
 6735 6327 7067 6147 5962 

14 3163
+
 3591 3647 4316 3941 4035 

15 1767
+
 2245 2312 2714 2915 2823 

16 5225
+
 6184 6129 6993 6711 6153 

17 166
+
 356 463 530 462 443 

18 1779
+
 2281 2036 2571 2514 2059 

19 173
+
 342 280 444 279 265 

20 3845 4221 3825
+
 4754 4193 4204 

21 0 0 0 0 0 0 

22 0 0 0 0 0 0 

23 0 0 0 0 0 0 

24 1153
+
 1365 1391 1699 1791 1551 

25 0 0 0 0 0 0 

26 0 0 0 0 0 0 

27 63
+
 92 76 109 229 137 

28 0 3.6 0 32 72 19 

29 0 0 0 0 0 0 

30 326
+
 351.9 346 377 575 372 

31 0 0 0 0 0 0 

32 0 0 0 0 0 0 

33 0 0 0 0 0 0 

34 0 0 0 0 0 0 

35 0 0 0 0 0 0 

36 0 0 0 0 0 0 

37 1337
+
 1684 1737 2284 2407 2078 

38 0 0 0 0 0 0 

39 0 0 0 0 0 0 

40 0 0 0 0 0 0 

41 72276 73528 71551
+
 73434 73176 73578 

42 59933 61009 59023
+
 60889 61859 60914 

43 149164
+
 150822 149492 151349 149990 149670 

44 35898 36922 35691
+
 36702 38726 37390 

45 59931
+
 60720 60339 61380 62760 62535 

46 35378
+
 37056 36275 37229 37992 38779 

47 74322
+
 75993 74789 76104 77189 76011 

48 66443 67435 65978
+
 67323 68920 68852 

49 79247
+
 81183 79754 81104 84143 81530 

50 33135 33896 31788
+
 33944 36235 35507 

51 52354
+
 56980 53357 57633 58574 55794 

52 100525
+
 107000 105837 109596 105367 105203 

53 92087 97253 90140
+
 99046 95452 96218 

54 128145 132820 119117
+
 130620 123558 124132 

55 70089
+
 75352 71979 74600 76368 74469 

56 79118
+
 82243 80124 84103 88420 87474 

57 68789
+
 72488 69601 73621 70414 67447 

58 48489
+
 52417 50353 53686 55522 52752 

59 57792 59963 57466 60694 59060 56902
+
 

60 63881
+
 70984 69953 73515 73328 72600 

61 76435 78022 75916
+
 78271 79884 80343 

62 44781
+
 46090 45007 45926 47860 46466 
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63 76884 79226 75850
+
 79015 78822 78081 

64 93112
+
 95709 93669 96059 96378 95113 

65 130044 132613 129503
+
 132043 134881 132078 

66 61860 63079 60003
+
 62075 64054 63278 

67 29433
+
 31155 29726 31892 34899 32315 

68 22653 23589 22120
+
 23415 26404 26366 

69 72466 73909 72138 74612 75414 64632
+
 

70 76358
+
 76770 76358

+
 76793 81200 81356 

71 150327 154795 150241
+
 153584 161233 156272 

72 47634 52792 47585
+
 51757 56934 54849 

73 30238
+
 32404 30261 32637 36465 34082 

74 34156 38431 34451 38047 38299 33725
+
 

75 23517
+
 28021 24428 27834 30980 27248 

76 60936 65094 58453
+
 63863 67553 66847 

77 35772
+
 39473 36161 38889 40558 37258 

78 21916 23802 21715
+
 23226 25105 24795 

79 119768
+
 126837 124022 128295 125824 122051 

80 23223 27095 22822
+
 27066 31844 26470 

81 387545 390055 385626
+
 388776 387148 387866 

82 412028
+
 414104 412166 413752 413488 413181 

83 462233 467254 460346
+
 467189 466070 464443 

84 332177
+
 332962 332447 33533 331659 330714 

85 560016 562984 558085
+
 561161 558556 562083 

86 362167
+
 366820 363857 369491 365783 365199 

87 364465
+
 403736 402092 404391 403016 401535 

88 435537
+
 440453 436650 438969 436855 436925 

89 411567 416153 411470
+
 414326 416916 412359 

90 406273 407630 404318 406605 406939 404105
+
 

91 345295
+
 350066 348153 349299 347175 345421 

92 364465 369997 362458
+
 370388 365779 365217 

93 420195 428119 417784 427772 410462
+
 412986 

94 334593
+
 344978 336765 342756 336299 335550 

95 527797 538571 527578 541293 527909 526916
+
 

96 465279 476557 467072 478511 464403 461484
+
 

97 416012
+
 426508 423120 42930 420287 419370 

98 537625 543893 538835 546500 532519 533106
+
 

99 381491 385772 381919 383974 374781 370080
+
 

100 443193 448313 438499
+
 446791 441888 441794 

101 355036 357429 354484
+
 357091 355822 355372 

102 496744 497768 496647 497948 496131 495980
+
 

103 379195
+
 381884 379606 384584 380170 379913 

104 360262 361810 359604
+
 362085 362008 360756 

105 452990 455660 450808
+
 454444 456364 454890 

106 456716 459515 456631
+
 459478 459925 459615 

107 356536 357394 355207 357361 356645 354097
+
 

108 464020 467612 461680
+
 465902 468111 466063 

109 413004
+
 416203 413486 415537 415817 414896 

110 420647
+
 424084 421026 424810 421282 421060 

111 346090 352615 344734
+
 351464 350723 347233 

112 376252 382020 375817 381977 377418 373238
+
 

113 261597 265124 260872
+
 264228 263200 262367 

114 477947 480968 476937 481741 473197 470327
+
 

115 465657 471071 471381 475853 460225 459194
+
 

116 537914 540976 539615 545520 540231 527459
+
 

117 509461
+
 528533 512495 527738 518579 512286 

118 361913 364986 359460 364471 357575 352118
+
 

119 584131 492843 582209
+
 590744 583947 584052 

120 398290 402803 396634
+
 402612 399700 398590 

+ The best performance among the algorithms (ties for all not included). 
 

 
It is noticed from Table 3 that the results obtained by the ants' algorithm are superior to the heuristics developed in 

[21]. The ACO algorithm did find better solutions than the MMAS algorithms only for 16 instances. The MMAS 

implementing J-J arcs' representation did find better solutions for 52 solutions compared to 35 instances for the 

MMAS implementing J-P arcs. An optimal solution for instance 28 which has a value of 0 is obtained using the two 

MMAS algorithms. Furthermore, The average CPU time needed for all the MMAS algorithms is 8.4 compared to 

4.99 for the ACO algorithm which gives the later algorithm an advantage with respect to the CPU time. It is again 
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noticed from Table 3 that the best results obtained by the ACO algorithm that implements J-P arcs and the MMAS 

implementing J-P arcs are for instances characterized by high value of due date tightness factor.  

The MMAS algorithm implementing J-J arcs is modified to solve the unweighted version of the SDST single 

machine problem. The same algorithm using the same parameters as the weighted version are used except for 

 which is changed to 0.5 . The MMAS algorithm is used to solve two sets of benchmark problems by Liao and 

Juan [14]. Table 4 shows a number of small to medium sized problems.  
 

 

 

 

Table 4. Comparison between MMAS using job-job arcs, with the best performing algorithms for the 

unweighted version of the problem for small-medium sized problems . This Table extends Table 3 of [2].   
 

Problem 
GPGACO  RSPI 

LGACO  MMAS 

401 90* 90* 90* 90* 

402 0* 0* 0* 0* 

403 3418* 3418* 3418* 3418* 

404 1067* 1067* 1067* 1067* 

405 0* 0* 0* 0* 

406 0* 0* 0* 0* 

407 1861* 1861* 1861* 1861* 

408 5660* 5660* 5660* 5660* 

501 261+ 266 263 264 

502 0* 0* 0* 0* 

503 3497 3497 3497 3497 

504 0* 0* 0* 0* 

505 0* 0* 0* 0* 

506 0* 0* 0* 0* 

507 7268 7225+ 7225+ 7225+ 

508 1945 1915+ 1915+ 1915+ 

601 16 36 14+ 20 

602 0* 0* 0* 0* 

603 17685 17792 17654 17617+ 

604 19213 19238 19092+ 19092+ 

605 247 273 240+ 249 

606 0* 0* 0* 0* 

607 13088 13048 13010 12998+ 

608 4733 4733 4732+ 4732+ 

701 103 118 103+ 110 

702 0* 0* 0* 0* 

703 26663 26745 26568+ 26639 

704 15495 15415 15409 15302+ 

705 222 254 219+ 236 

706 0* 0* 0* 0* 

707 24017 24218 23931+ 23962 

708 23351 23158 23028 22815+ 
* Indicates optimal solution. 

+ The best performance among the algorithms (ties for all not included). 
 

 
We keep the same notation of [14], where ACOGPG is the ACO algorithm of [5] and RPSI is a genetic based 

optimization algorithm of [2] while the ACO algorithm of [14] is denoted by ACOLG.  Again the ACO algorithm of 

[14] and the MMAS algorithm did show better results than the other two algorithms. Better solutions are obtained 

using the MMAS for 8 instances while the ACOLG algorithm showed better results for [11]. instances. One better 

results in obtained by the RPSI algorithm and similar results are obtained for the rest of the instances. Furthermore, 

Table 5 shows a number of large size problems taken from [14]. 
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Table 5. Comparison between MMAS using job-job arcs, with the best performing algorithms for the 

unweighted version of the problem for large sized problems . This Table extends Table 4 of [2].   
 

Problem 
GPGACO  Tabu-VNS 

LGACO  MMAS 

551 212 185 183+ 233 

552 0 0 0 0 

553 40828 40644+ 40676 40761 

554 15091 14711 14684+ 14771 

555 0 0 0 0 

556 0 0 0 0 

557 36489 35841+ 36420 36071 

558 20624 19872 19888 19871+ 

651 295 268+ 268+ 322 

652 0 0 0 0 

653 57779 57602 57584+ 57913 

654 34468 34466 34306+ 34777 

655 13 2+ 7 28 

656 0 0 0 0 

657 56246 55080+ 55389 55387 

658 29308 27187+ 27208 27840 

751 263 241+ 241+ 320 

752 0 0 0 0 

753 78211 77739 77663+ 78206 

754 35826 35709 35630+ 35699 

755 0 0 0 0 

756 0 0 0 0 

757 61513 59763+ 60108 60351 

758 40277 38789 38704 38575+ 

851 453 384+ 455 543 

852 0 0 0 0 

853 98540 97880+ 98443 98695 

854 80693 80122 79553+ 80242 

855 333 283+ 324 387 

856 0 0 0 0 

857 89654 87244+ 87504 87850 

858 77919 75533 75506 74995+ 
      + The best performance among the algorithms (ties for all not included). 

 
 

The ACOLG. algorithm did find the best solutions for  7 instances; the MMAS for 3 instances and the Tabu-VNS 
algorithm of [30] for  10 instances while similar results are obtained for the rest of the instances. Although the 

MMAS did find the least number of best solutions, the average CPU time for this set of problems is 9.41 s compared 

to 24.17 s for the ACO algorithm of [14]. No strong conclusion could be made about which algorithm is better for 

this set of problems as the computation time of the Tabu-VNS algorithm is not provided. As a last observation, it is 

noticed that in the ACO and MMAS algorithms, the value of  is changed to 5 which shows that although we had 

different ant systems implementations, the two algorithms are fine tuned similarly.  

 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

A novel MMAS algorithm is developed in this work to minimize the sum of jobs' weighted tardiness being 

processed on a single machine with sequence dependent setup times. The algorithm implements the ATCS rule as 

heuristic information which is used by ants to find good jobs' sequences. The algorithm showed comparable results 
to the ACO algorithm of [14] where better quality solutions are found using the MMAS while a little longer 

computational time is needed than the ACO algorithm. The main differences between the two algorithms are: the 

construction graph employed, limiting the upper pheromone values in the MMAS, the initial solutions generated and 

the local search algorithm used. The MMAS proposed in this paper did also show comparable results to the best 

known algorithms when applied to the unweighted version of the SDST problem.   

A new local search technique that employs a limited computational budget is also developed. The algorithm finds 

local optimum solutions with respect to insertion operator, interchange operator and a randomly selected position 

from the sequence. The algorithm is executed for a limited number of times. A new strategy is implemented in this 

work of when to apply the local search algorithm and at which solutions.  
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It is found that using the pheromone trails to save information about the relative positions of the jobs is important for 

problems characterized by low due date tightness factor while information about the absolute positions is more 

appropriate for problems having high due date tightness factor. This observation is also noticed through the solutions 

obtained by the ACO algorithm [14].  

An important future work that needs to be addressed is how to select the parameters implemented by the Ant 

Systems. It is found the value of the heuristic information did change by the MMAS and the ACO algorithms when 
used to solve the unweighted version of the tackled problem.  
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